
The Ballistics Car is a fun demonstration of the physical principles 
of horizontal and vertical velocity.   

What would happen if you were on a moving train and you 
tossed a ball into the air?  The train is moving horizontally at a 
certain velocity (speed).  The ball is also moving horizontally; the 
ball has a vertical velocity as well.   

The horizontal motion of an object (the car) is not affected by the forces acting on the 
vertical position of an object (the ball).    The purpose of the demonstration is to show 
that the horizontal component of the ball’s velocity or speed, is equal to that of the 
velocity of the car, even though the ball has a vertical velocity.   This is why the ball will 
fall back into the hands of the passenger on the train, regardless of the speed of the train or the velocity of the ball’s 
launch.    

Please use caution when using the Ballistics Car.  The ball will be projected from the top of the barrel of the car, so do not 
look down into the barrel of the car when engaging the trigger or after it has been engaged.  If the trigger is released before 
you are ready or aware, you could be struck by the flying ball.  

The Ballistics Car has a barrel in the center and a mechanism that projects a ball upward as you roll the car forward.  The 
release mechanism for the vertical projectile is held in place by a magnet, which provides very little resistance when 
releasing the mechanism that shoots the ball upward.   

To use the Ballistics Car you will need a level surface.   We suggest using a bull’s eye level.     To prevent damage to your car, 
please take precautions to prevent it from rolling off the edge of a table.   

Press the ball into the barrel of the car until you hear the locking mechanism engage.  You may need to use a pencil or a 
long firm object to engage the trigger in the barrel.   Place the magnet on the top of the box in the grooved slot.  The 
magnet will catch the trigger mechanism and hold it in place.   Grasp the cord in one hand and roll the car forward away 
from your body.  The ball will be launched upward from the barrel of the car and when it lands it will fall back into the 
barrel of the moving car.   

Repeat the process using a different speed for each experiment. 

The demonstration confirms that the horizontal velocity of the ball will keep pace with the horizontal velocity of the car 
despite the vertical velocity of the ball.  
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BLCR01 Ballistics Car
Warning:

• Not a toy; use only

in a laboratory or

educational setting.

• California Proposition

65 Warning: This

product may contain chemicals known to the State

of California to cause cancer and birth defects or

other reproductive harm.

• This item may contain small parts.   Please wear

eye protection and use caution when releasing the

trigger mechanism that shoots the steel ball from

the barrel of the car.




